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Abstract
A Low-Power Interface Design for Intelligent Sensor Nodes utilized in Wireless
Sensor Networks
This thesis describes a means for performing complex event detection at a single sensor
node of a wireless sensor network (WSN) by interfacing a low-power mixed signal
Programmable System on Chip (PSoC) to a MICA2 wireless sensor node. The proposed
system helps to reduce the overall power consumption of the node, by lending it the
advance computational capability to process a significant amount of data at the node
rather than transmitting it. This allows the node to
"intelligently"
monitor a signal for
impending events instead of transmitting the
"raw"
signal to the base constantly. Previous
work by others has indicated that lowering the transmission data rate lowers the high cost
of transmission power [41], [42] in a node thereby lengthening the node life and,
ultimately, increasing the reliability of the network [43].
This work implements a threshold technique which controls the data transmission rate
depending on the value of the monitored signal and a cardiac monitoring system that
performs complex computations at the node for the detection of either a skipped heart
beat or a reduced Heart Rate Variability (HRV) whereupon the relevant unprocessed
signal is transmitted to the base station for direct observation. A performance analysis of
the system demonstrates that there is a reduction in the power consumption of the overall
sensor node and a significant reduction in data transmission rate which also results in a
reduction of the overall network traffic and congestion.
in
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction:
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are formed by a number of sensor nodes that are
deployed over a region for monitoring data wirelessly. Each node is normally comprised
of a microprocessor, transceiver and a sensor. Ongoing developments in wireless
communication, integrated circuit design and Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)
have resulted in small, low-power, low-cost sensors and electronic devices, which makes
establishment of a WSN a reality. A single wireless node relies on its limited local
resources and has minimal capabilities, however when a number of this type of sensor
node are distributed over a region they are able to extend the overall capabilities by using
advanced networking protocols to transfer data autonomously from one node to another
and arbitrary remote destinations. As a result, the wireless network comprised of these
nodes can possess substantial processing capability [49].
WSNs are becoming increasingly versatile with the miniaturization of the nodes and can
be used for a wide range of applications [1]. They can be used for environmental
applications: the air, water, soil conditions which affect the crops and livestock could be
monitored continuously; habitat monitoring: the seasonal migration of animals and birds
could be tracked by tagging them with a sensor node; disaster management: forest fires
can be detected, alerting the authorities before they spread uncontrollably; indoor security
and maintenance: In homes, offices and hospitals they could be used to monitor and help
maintain temperature and humidity and trigger alarms in case of any security breach;
military applications: surveillance, tracking soldiers, damage assessment; structural
monitoring; physiological monitoring: whereby the patients could be tagged with wireless
sensor node that would makes patient mobility possible for patients that need to be
monitored over an extended period of time.
In particular, WSNs have enormous potential benefits in the area of physiological
monitoring or biomedical applications [38]. It affords patient mobility that can facilitate
physiological study of the patients or subjects during their normal day to day activities.
Remote physiological monitoring for vital signs such as blood pressure,
electrocardiogram, pulse and body temperature enables patients to have a better quality of
provided care and help maintain their health. It is useful for diagnostic and research
purposes whereby, a collection of data from subjects is required over a long period of
time. A good example is the study of Heart Rate Variability (HRV) [3] [20] of subjects
over a period of 24 hours for the study of the risk ofheart attacks.
1.2 Problem and Motivation:
The general architecture of a wireless sensor node generally includes sensor, control and
communication modules along with a power subsystem. The sensor module is
responsible for data acquisition and any necessary signal conditioning. The control
module provides the network protocols and controls the sensor and communication
modules. The communication module handles the wireless transmission and reception of
data/sensor readings. The power subsystem is responsible for providing power to all the
three modules.
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Figure 1.1: General Block Diagram of a Sensor Node
The finite power budget of an individual node is a primary design constraint for
applications requiring detailed monitoring over a long period of time using wireless
sensor nodes [36]. A single node depends on a relatively limited power source, which
may be inconvenient, expensive or impractical to replenish. Hence, increasing the power
efficiency of individual sensor node is important for aWSN node design.
The key to reducing power consumption in individual nodes is to reduce the amount of
data transmitted wirelessly because radio transmission typically consumes a major
percentage of total power consumption. Based on this premise, Table 1.1 shows the
power consumption in a MICA2 sensor node utilized in this work. It can be observed that
the transmission power is higher than the power consumption of the rest of the node.
POWER SPECIFICATION
Processor Power
Full Operation
Sleep Mode
Radio
28.8 mW
28.8 MvV
Receive Mode
Transmit Mode
Sleep Mode
Sensor Board
28.8 mvV
43.2 mvV
7.2 it-:1
Full Operation
Sleep Mode
18.0 mvV
18.0 m'-v
Table 1.1: Approximate Power Consumption ofMOCA2 [47].
It is well known that extensive research is being carried out in the reduction of
transmission overhead including power associated with data communication [1 1][13]. As
mentioned by Pottie and Kaiser in their discussion of wireless networks [2], the
computation cost can be several orders lower than the communication cost at an
individual node; therefore local processing of the data points and transmitting fewer data
bits over the network, especially over a long distance, would save a substantial amount of
power. Constraints on this line of thought consist of the computational capabilities within
an individual node, limited memory resources and any external custom amplification or
filtering circuitry necessary for a particular sensing method or technology.
1.3 Proposed Design:
This thesis proposes interfacing a highly versatile PSoC Mixed-Signal array with a
wireless sensor node MICA2, to extend the computational capabilities of the node, while
keeping its power consumption in check. A PSoC Mixed-Signal Array is a low-power
programmable-systems-on-chip that allows programming of analog and digital (mixed-
signal) components that are typically used in embedded systems. It also has a built in
microcontroller which integrates and controls all of the programmed components. It has a
unique capability of routing analog as well as digital signals in a manner such that they
can be used as trigger to different analog/digital blocks as per the designer's
requirements. This flexible feature of having configurable mixed-signal blocks, whose
signals can be routed as desired, makes the PSoC an extremely versatile device to
incorporate in the design of a system for the detection of complex events. Efficiencies,
compared to the design of a similar circuit using separate analog and/or digital
components, are potentially realizable in terms of simplicity, energy and overall circuit
real-estate. Because of extended capabilities, that can be achieved by the interfacing of
this mixed signal array with programming functionality, complex filtering or triggering
functions as well as application specific data compression or suppression algorithms can
be implemented at an individual node. This can facilitate increased reduction of the
volume of data to be transmitted over the network resulting in reduced transmission time
and significant reduction in network traffic.
The overall design of the wireless sensor node utilized in this work is shown in Figure 1.2
and consists of a standard MICA2 Wireless node (Crossbow Technology Ine, San Jose,
CA) that communicates with a PSoC (Part number: CY8C27743) (Cypress
Semiconductors, San Jose, CA) based sensor node over a standard, UART-based RS-232
data link.
MICA2
Figure 1.2: Block Diagram of the Proposed System, PSoc Mixed Signal Array interfaced to MICA2
platform
In this thesis, the aforementioned concept of reduction of transmission data due to
extended computation capabilities of the PSoC is demonstrated using a technique where
the raw sensor readings are compared to a threshold value. If the signal property of
interest is above a specified threshold, it is transmitted to the base station immediately;
however if the computed signal property is below the threshold, it is transmitted after ten
counts, during which, the average of ten consecutive sensor readings, lying below the
threshold, is computed. The transmission of the computed values of the sensor data which
are below the specified threshold are thereby suppressed, reducing transmission data,
which thus saves power consumption in communications.
In addition, the application of this PSoC enhanced sensor node in physiological
monitoring is developed and analyzed, which further demonstrates that the low-power
PSoC's computational capabilities is capable of facilitating reduced transmission data and
network traffic substantially. The Heart Rate Variability (HRV) derived from a simulated
electrocardiogram (ECG) signal is calculated using statistical methods. HRV refers to the
alterations in the beat-to-beat heart rate [3]. Reduced HRV is used as a marker of
unhealthy cardiac function. The PSoC continuously processes the cardiac signal and
computes the HRV as well as looks for skipped heart beats. In our implementation, the
sampled cardiac signal transmitted to the base station only on the occurrence of a skipped
heart beat or reduced HRV. This could also be altered to send the calculated HRV or
skipped heart beat notification. This reduces continuous transmission of the sampled
cardiac signal over the network.
2. Background
2.1 Power-efficient Sensor Networks:
In WSN, the lifetime of individual sensor nodes is strongly dependent on its battery
lifetime. It is difficult to replenish the batteries of individual nodes in most of the
applications. The available energy resource of the nodes therefore limits the overall
operation of the entire network, because failure of individual nodes can cause substantial
topological changes to the network. Hence, power management and power conservation
is ofutmost importance within the network as well as in individual nodes.
To design a power-aware system, the energy consumption at all levels of system
hierarchy must be kept at a minimum. The integrated circuit design of the node
components, the data acquisition system, operating system of the node processor, data
processing algorithm at application level, the network protocol as well as the
communication medium all must strive for overall minimal power consumption. Active
research is being conducted in all these areas for reduction in energy consumption so as
to increase the node lifetime and thereby the quality and reliability ofWSN.
A low-power microprocessor, transceiver, data acquisition system and external memory
are the basic building blocks of the node architecture. Innovative transistor technologies
and special-purpose microprocessor architectures are being researched and designed for
small size, low-voltage, low-power and better computational performance. Similar
research and development effort is being made in integrated RF communication system
with main focus in low power RF integrated circuits resulting in improved, low-cost RF
transceiver ICs.
Different hardware platforms, using alternative components for the basic blocks have
been developed and analyzed for power consumption, flexibility, robustness as well as
communication and computational capabilities. [4] [5] [6] [7] Table 2.1 shows few wireless
nodes called
"Motes"
that are made available by Crossbow Technology Inc.
Photo Crossbow CommonlyUsed Frequency Rang* Processor Radio Nonvolatile
Part ID Wame TranscelwBf Memory
MM3O0
dtscenjfiued) MIC.A :';<>nei.m 902 .o9?SMHJ Atmff C-M T(< 1 CCO Atmd
(*id 10 ^./<_}_'231 AT45O9041S
MPR310 8< .vflfAl) J.1 t 434,8MHj
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828MH2
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MP8420 31} 9.0 31C 1 MMj
MPRSOQ 83te8?.;90__
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Table 2.1: Hardware platforms ("Motes") from Crossbow Technology Inc. [40]
The operating system is a software framework for the hardware and the network. Due to
the memory constraint on individual nodes, operating systems designed explicitly for
wireless sensor network application is needed. Performance of the operating system is a
key to further reduction in power consumption. Different operating systems such as
TinyOS [8], SOS [9], Contiki [10] etc. are being researched and developed.
Design for energy efficient network protocols are also being researched: MAC protocols
[11] [12], investigate reducing energy consumption in periodically putting the nodes in
sleep state instead of the node being idle; Ad-hoc Routing protocols [13], investigate
methods for the transmitted data to take the shortest possible path to travel from the
source node to its destination; Clustering Algorithm [14], analyze and propose energy
efficient algorithms for clustering of nodes in groups; Data Aggregation Methods[15],
that analyze and investigate novel approach for path sharing to save energy consumption;
Data processing algorithms similar to those in [37].
New protocols for RF communication are being researched. Wireless protocols such as
Zigbee, Bluetooth and WiFi are being analyzed for optimum data rate, range, reliability,
cost effectiveness and low-power. Improvements in battery technology are also being
researched to lengthen the battery life.
2.2 PSoC Mixed Signal Array:
The PSoC (programmable-system-on-chip) Mixed Signal Array has been developed by
Cypress. It is an effort towards integrating the commonly used embedded system
components in one chip replacing the need to have separate ICs consequently reducing
board space, power consumption and cost [17]. It is extremely versatile and Cypress was
even awarded the "EDN Innovation Award" in 2001 for the 8/16 bit microprocessors
category [16] for the PSoC(TM) product. EDN magazine is a leading electronics and the
awards are selected annually by EDN readers.
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Due to its flexibility to program different analog and digital components, it has been used
in various applications including physiological monitoring because of its capability to
perform complex analog as well as digital functions. The PSoC has been used in building
an ECG monitoring. One such project has been described in "ECG Meter using
PSoC"
by Dr. Altenburg. It is designed by programming Delta Sigma ADC, Low pass filter,
counters as well as a serial communication module on the chip. It transmits the data to the
PC where the cardiac signal is displayed.
2.3 Related Research in Physiological Applications:
Wearable, unobtrusive devices that monitor the patients for vital signs are currently being
researched extensively. Wireless sensor network has an enormous potential in this area.
Harvard University is currently working on project
"Codeblue" [18], which is developing
hardware as well as software platforms using for medical sensor networks using motes
supplied by Crossbow Inc. They have also developed medical sensors such as EKG[19],
pulse-oximeter and motion-activity sensor based on the popular MicaZ and Telos mote
designs. It performs real time data collection on thepatients'physiological status, which
is monitored and/or stored at the base station. They are also studying the issues related to
wireless medical-sensor networking, such as node mobility, patterns of packet loss,
variations in data rate etc.
11
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Figure 2.1: The effect of increasing data rate and hop count on reception ratio: Increasing the
transmission rate leads to degradation in reception rate due to dropped packets. [18]
During their study, it was observed that the packet reception ratio i.e. the number of
received packets divided by the number of transmitted packets [18] decreased with the
increase in the data rate, with an exception of a single hop where the reception ratio
remains pretty good up to a data rate of 50 packets per second. A Similar trend is
observed with multiple senders with a single receiver (figure 2.2). This is because of
limitation of the available bandwidth for each node. Also, increased data rate result in
packet queues on each node and might eventually force packets to be dropped.
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Figure 2.2: Effect of increasing data rate and number of senders with 1 receiver[18]
From figure 2. land 2.2 it is observed that for a high reception ratio, a low data rate is
encouraged, of about 5 packets per second or less for 10 senders. This could be
acceptable incase of blood pressure or pulse oximetry sensors, but not for an ECG
monitoring system, which requires sending constant packets of the sampled cardiac
signal.
EKG leads
EKG sensor board k
Telos mote
Figure 2.3: Wireless EKG developed by Codeblue [18]
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In this thesis we demonstrate that by interfacing a PSoC to MICA2, we are able to
develop a wireless ECG monitoring system that sends out data only when the cardiac
signal might seem abnormal or send computations ofHeart Rate Variability, which is an
important marker of unusual activity of the cardiac signal. This reduces the network
traffic by reducing the data rate of an ECG monitoring device.
2.4 Cardiac Monitoring Systems:
2.4.1 Heart Rate Variability
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) defined by [3] is "the beat-to-beat alterations in the heart
rate"
or RR-Interval (figure 2.4) fluctuations. Incase of a healthy person, the beat to beat
interval varies slightly as a person inhales and exhales. Inhalation causes cardio
acceleration and exhalation causes cardio deceleration. Hence, there should be a periodic
variation in the intervals (figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.4: Cardiac Signal, Illustrating the RR Interval.
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Figure 2.5: Tachogram of 256 consecutive RR values in a normal/ healthy subject at supine rest [20].
Notice the periodic increase and decrease in the RR-Interval. The calculated standard
deviation (in msec2) is 1784
HRV analysis is being actively researched for risk assessment. Studies have linked HRV
to stress, inner emotional states, such as anxiety, anger etc. as well as the ability to predict
survival after heart attack. Reduced HRV has been linked to the prediction of an
impending heart attack for patients with MI. (MI: abbreviation for myocardial infraction
in other words a heart attack)
2.5.2 Measuring HRV
HRV is assessed using different techniques. One common statistical technique is by
measuring the RR-Interval of the cardiac signal and computing the standard deviation of
the RR-intervals over a short term period of 5 minutes or over 24 hours. A low standard
deviation value indicates a low HRV.
15
Among some of the other methods of analyzing the HRV [3] are:
pNN50 index: The number of times in a period of about 60 minutes two
consecutive RR-Intervals vary over 50msec.
rMSSD index: Computing the root-mean-square of the difference between
the consecutive RR-intervals.
MAX-MIN or peak-valley quatification : The diffence between the
shortest and longest RR-intervals during inspiration and expiration
respectively .
16
3. MICA2 Hardware/Software
3.1 Hardware Platform
As mentioned in chapter 2, several different hardware platforms have been developed for
power consumption, flexibility, robustness as well as communication and computational
capabilities. [4] The general architecture of the MICA2 platform, supplied by Crossbow
Inc. is shown in figure 3.1 and the snapshot of the mote without the sensor board is
shown in figure 3.2. It uses an Atmel mega 128Lmicroprocessor as its central processor,
a Chipcon CCI000 tranceiver, an external flash memory of 512KB. The pins of the
microcontroller are brought out to a 5 1 pin expansion connector, of which some of them
are analog I/O's that are inputs to an A/D converter (one of the peripheral feature of the
microcontroller). The sensor board can hence directly connect the analog equivalent of
the sensed element to the A/D converter (of the microcontroller) for it to be sampled. It
works on 2AA batteries.
IcyA
MMCX connector
Logger
Flash
ATMega128L
^controller
Analog I/O
Otgitatt/O
1
Freq. Tunable
Radio
?
Sensor
Board
ZE
Batteries
Figure 3.1: MICA2 Platform [40] with interfaces to the sensor board and the batteries.
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Antenna
Connector
Expansion
Connector
Battery Pack
Figure 3.2: Snapshot ofMICA2 mote supplied by Crossbow Incorporated. [40)
Microcontroller:
The ATmegal28L [21] is a low power, 8-bit microcontroller that uses CMOS
technology. It is based on AVR enhanced RISC architecture, that achieves high
computational performance, by executing powerful instructions in a single clock cycle.
The architectural design achieves optimum power consumption versus processor speed. It
has useful peripheral features
It has Harvard architecture -separate memory for data as well as program code. It has
128KB of reprogrammable flash memory for program memory, 4KB EEPROM, 4KB (of
SRAM) data memory which can be extended up to 64KB using an external memory. It
operates at speeds of 0-8 MHz and voltage between 2.7 to 5.5V.
It has peripheral features such as timer/counters, ADC's, serial communication blocks
that support USART, I2C protocols and master/ slave serial interface. It has different
sleep modes such as idle, power-save, power-down, standby, ADC noise reduction and
18
extended standby. These features make the AT128L very useful as a central processor in
a wireless sensor node.
Transceiver:
CCI 000 [22] is a single-chip, RF transceiver that is designed for low current
consumption, specifically for low power, low-voltage wireless applications in mind. It
has programmable frequency range from 300-1000MHz, programmable in steps of
250Hz. It has a range of about 300 feet to 500 feet depending on the radio band. The
CCI000 can be programmed serially, which makes it easy to be programmed via the
microcontroller. It has a small size, low operating voltage of about 2.1 to 3.6V and
requires very few external components.
FlashMemory:
MICA2 uses AT45DB041 [23], which is a 512 KB, 2.5-volt serial flash memory. Due to
the simple serial interface design, the reliability increases, the switching noise decreases
and the package size as well as the pin count decreases. It is designed for low power
dissipation, with a current requirement of only 4mA during read and 2uA CMOS standby
current
Power analysis:
The power consumption of the MICA2's microcontroller and the RF chip has been listed
below in table 3.1 and active power has been enumerated in Chart 3.1
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Mote Type \/tca -
Microcontroller
T\pe
Program memory (KB)
ATmegal28
128
RAM (KB) 4
Acme Powei (mW) 33
Sleep Power (ji\V) 7$
Wakenp Time Ojs) 180
Communication
Radio
Data rate (kbpv)
Modulation type
Receive Power SmW)
Transmit Power at OdBtn (niWi
CClOOO
3$,4
FSK
29
42
Powei Consumption
Minimum Operation (V)
Total Active Power ('aWj 89
Pw*f con*umption m M1CA2
!*:.-. *5..t
_J
JO r
1S f-
::U-
Table 3.1: Power consumption table for MICA2. [44], Illustrated with Chart.
As shown in Table 1, the transmission power of the radio is 42mW, which is a major
percentage of the total power consumption (89mW) of the node. Hence, reducing the
wireless transmission time would result in a considerable amount of reduced power
consumption.
3.2 Mica2 Software Platform:
3.2.1 TinyOS:
TinyOS [8] is an Operating System designed specifically for WSN. The 4 KB of RAM
space, which is shared among the stack, global variables and all the static variables, used
in the TinyOS components puts a very tight memory constraint on the system. Therefore,
it is designed such that it minimizes the code size and facilitates faster implementation
using a modular architecture. It wires together several different
'components' in a
'configuration
file' that create a mote application. For example, figure 3.3 illustrates the
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wiring together of components, BlinkM, LedsC and SingleTimer with Main for building
an application that toggles the Leds every clock interrupt using the Timer. This
application has been built by the TinyOS developers and is available for TinyOS users.
Figure 3.3: Components wired together to build the Blink application [25]
TinyOS implements an event-driven execution model, which enables fine-grained power
management and at the same time allows the necessary scheduling flexibility required in
WSN application, [tinyos.net] Long procedures are scheduled to be executed in series
and are called tasks. Interrupts (or events) can preempt the scheduled tasks. Lengthy
operations must be spread over multiple tasks, such that each task is kept short enough to
ensure low task latency. It performs split-phase operations [26] allow for concurrency
with low memory overheads in contrast to a thread-based concurrencymodel. Split-phase
operation: Uses
'commands'
to request the execution of a certain operation, and returns
immediately to execute the scheduled sequential tasks. The completion of the requested
operation will then be signaled by an 'event'. Such a no-blocking operation results in
low-memory resource overhead. Example:
'send'
command requests the sending of
packets. Once the packets have been transmitted, the
'sendDone'
event is executed.
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3.2.2 NesC:
TinyOS as well as customized application on MICA2 are written in NesC programming
language. It supports a programming model that allows component-based programming,
event-driven execution thereby supporting a flexible concurrency model. With nesC,
performing program optimization and compile-time data race detection, it reduces the
memory utilization and also helps detect potential bugs early on [26].
NesC is like an extension to C. The programming of the low level abstraction is done in
C, but nesC has additional features - the low level abstractions (written in C) are
organized as functions, which are then organized as components and allow concurrent
operation.
There are two types of components:
> Modules, which describe the components using code, in three program blocks:
events, commands and tasks and
> Configuration, that wires the different components, to build an application.
However, the split-phase operation ofTinyOS makes it difficult to program in nesC [26].
The TinyOS developers have provided the users with many programmed low-level
components. These could be used to build custom applications, by simply wiring the
components together.
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4. Programmable System-on-Chip (PSoC)
TM
4.1 PSoc Hardware Framework:
The PSoC Family supplied by Cypress, consists of an array of configurable analog and
digital blocks (highlighted in yellow in figure 4.1) with a central micro-processor. It is
very useful in building customized designs on one chip. Figure 4.1 shows the block
diagram of a PSoC device, part-number: CY8C274x3.
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Figure 4.1: PSoC Block Diagram ofCY8C274x3 [27]
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As can be seen from the figure 4.1, PSoC architecture has a central processor, Data
SRAM, Flash program memory, configurable analog and digital blocks, programmable
I/O ports, clock generator and some other system resources.
The M8C microprocessor is a powerful processor with an 8-bit Harvard architecture and
can operate on speeds as high as 24MHz. It utilizes an Interrupt Controller that provides
interrupt management for 17 interrupt vectors. Sleep and Watchdog timer is also utilized
to provide timed and protected program execution.
PSoC devices have multiple clock sources, clock dividers and multipliers that provide
flexible clock generation to the microcontroller as well as the analog and digital blocks. It
has a 24MHz Internal Main Oscillator (IMO) and a 32KHz Internal Low Speed Oscillator
(ILO). Also, a 32.768KHz external crystal oscillator along with a PLL (Phased Lock
Loop) can be used to generate crystal-accurate clock.
The general purpose input/output pins (GPIO) allow great flexibility for external
interfacing, because each pin's drive mode can be selected from eight options and it also
has an option to generate an interrupt incase ofpredefined events at a pin.
The PSoC family has different device groups based on the digital and analog pin count,
the program memory, data memory and the number of configurable digital and analog
blocks. Table 4.1 shows the available device groups.
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CY8C29X66 64 4 16 12 4 4 12 2KB 32KB
CY8C27X43 44 2 8 12 4 4 12 256 Bytes 16KB
CY8C24X94 50 4 48 2 2 6 1 KB 16KB
CY8C24X23 24 4 12 2 2 6 256 Bytes 4KB
CY8C24X23A 24 4 12 2 2 6 256 Bytes 4KB
CY8C22X13 16 4 8 1 1 3 256 Bytes 2KB
CY8C21X34 28 4 28 0 2 4* 512 Bytes 8KB
CY8C21X23 16 4 8 0 2 4* 256 Bytes 4KB
* Limited analog functionality.
Table 4.1: Available PSoC Device groups. [27]
These device groups are further divided into different parts depending on the package
type and pin count. In our work we use PSoC chip CY8C27443, 28 pin PDIP package, it
has 8 configurable digital blocks and 12 configurable analog blocks. It has 256 bytes of
RAM and 16KB of program memory. The range of supply voltage for PSoC varies from
3.0V to 5.25V. The digital and analog blocks within the PSoC device has the same supply
voltage range.
4.1.1 Digital Blocks:
The block diagram of the digital block is shown in Figure 4.2 Each block has a 8-bit
resource, therefore it can be combined with the other blocks to build 16, 24 or 32 bit
peripheral block. For example, a 16, 24, 32 bit timer or a counter. The different peripheral
blocks that can be configured in these digital blocks are the
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16-32 bit Pulse WidthModulators (with and without dead bands)
8, 16, 24 or 32 bit Counter
8, 16, 24 or 32 bit Timers
Serial Communication blocks such as UART, I2C, SPI
A 8 to 32 bit CRC (cyclic redundancy check) checker/generator
Or a pseudo-random sequence generator
These blocks can be placed by the user in the desired blocks, the signals from the blocks
can also be routed to the GPIO.
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the configurable digital block [27]
4.1.2 Analog Blocks:
The Analog blocks are what makes the PSoC very useful in out application. CY8C27443
has 12 configurable analog blocks. The flexibility of placing and routing the blocks
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internally are specifically designed keeping the common embedded systems'design
requirements. These analog blocks can be applied to design customized functions. The
block diagram of the configurable analog blocks is shown in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the configurable analog system [27]
It sometimes needs a little bit of experience and some creativity to be able to use the
provided functions to build a required customized application. Some of the common
PSoC functions that can be build using the analog blocks are listed below:
Variety of Analog to Digital Converters, such as Delta-Sigma,
Incremental, Successive Approximation etc with a selectable resolution of
6 to 14 bits
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Analog Filters: band-pass, low-pass, notch
Programmable Gain Amplifier that can be programmed up to 48 times
Instrumentation amplifier with a selectable gain up to 93 times.
Comparators
Digital to Analog Converters
Modulators
4.2 Programming Environment:
The PSoC design software needs to be different from those used for programming
traditional fixed function microprocessor, because of the configurable analog and digital
hardware blocks. The PSoC Designer Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
developed by Cypress Microsystems is an innovative software development environment
for PSoC. It is a GUI-based design suite that simplifies the designing of the configurable
blocks, provides the libraries for developing customized application code, provides
advanced debugging tools using an emulator and supports the programming of the PSoC
chip.
Figure A. 1 (Appendix) shows the block level diagram of the programmable analog as
well as digital blocks along with interconnects, which can be programmed as per the
desired routing of the signals.
The PSoC application code is developed in three main stages which is shown in figure
4.4.
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Figure 4.4: UserModule and Source code development flow in PSoC Designer [27]
The Device Editor allows the user to choose the functional component (e.g. ADC/ filter/
timer/ counter etc) for each of the analog or digital blocks (shown in figure A.l in
appendix). The user has an option to place these components within the permitted blocks
and route the signals by making or breaking the programmable interconnects or by
programming the multiplexers as per the requirement of the design. The device editor
also allows the user to set the parameters (user-defined-registers) of the analog and digital
component. In PSoC Designer IDE, the standard components have libraries of pre-built
and pre-tested hardware functions. The corresponding libraries of the selected
components are generated and added to the projects in the device editor before moving
forward to the application editor. The design must pass the Design Rule Check and then
proceed.
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Application Editor
The application editor allows the user to write the code either in C language or assembly
language. The analog and digital blocks must be initialized in the code using the
generated component libraries. It also gives access to the interrupt service routine. The
code is then assembled/ compiled, linked and built without any errors before moving to
the debugger to evaluate the design on an emulator.
Debugger
Debugging is the last step in the development process of PSoC. PSoC designer IDE
provides an In-Circuit-Emulator (ICE), which allows debugging at the full operating
speed of PSoC. A HEX file is downloaded onto the ICE and it has advanced debugging
features in addition to the single-step, breakpoints and watch-variables. It allows the user
to define complex breakpoint events and also a large trace buffers that allow the user to
monitor registers, memory locations etc.
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5. Interface Design
This chapter discusses the implementation of the interface between MICA2 and PSoC in
detail. It focuses on the hardware setup and programming of the PSoC and MICA2
required for the implementation of an interface between them.
MICA2 and PSoC, both support Universal Asynchronous Receive/Transmit (UART)
serial communication. MICA2 supports a baud rate of 57600 bits per second. The UART
pins in the MICA2 mote is brought to the 51 pin connector. However, since this is a
development phase, direct soldering on the machine soldered components of MICA2
sensor node (called 'mote') is avoided. Instead a breakout board is used, which brings out
the signals at the 51 pin connector. The breakout board, called the Serial Gateway
MEB510CA (figure 5.1) is made available by Crossbow Technology Inc. The serial
gateway provides a RS232 interface, converting the UART signals to RS232 using
MAX-3223I chip. It has a 9-pin RS232 connector. This board is generally used for
interfacing the mote with the computer at the base station or for programming the motes,
using its on-board processor.
Figure5.1(a) Figure5.1(b)
Figure 5.1: (a) MIB510CA serial gateway, made available by Crossbow Technology Inc. (b): with
attachedMICA2 mote, serial connector and external power supply. [29]
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5.1 Programming PSoC to support UART serial communication.
For the PSoC to be interfaced with MICA2, its digital blocks need to be programmed to
support UART communication at a baud rate of 57600 bps. This section describes in
detail the programming of digital as well as analog blocks of PSoC for sampling the
sensor signal and then transmitting it serially to MICA2. Figure 5.2 illustrates the
peripheral blocks required to be programmed in PSoC.
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram showing the digital (blue/ below theMCU) and analog (green/ above the
MCU) peripheral blocks required to be programmed in the PSoC for interfacing withMICA2.
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5.1. 1: Amplifier.
The Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA) uses only 1 peripheral (analog) block. It is
used to provide high input impedance to the transducer. Figure 5.3 shows the PGA block
diagram in the PSoC.
Output
CT_BLOCK
AGND
Vss
SC_BLOCK 1
Reference //f
Figure 5.3: PGA Block diagram in PSoC [30]
In our design the PGA is programmed for unity gain, the reference is selected as AGND
and the analog bus is disabled. For a unity gain, the output MUX is connected to the top
of the resistor string and feedback to the inverting input is connected to the resistor tap.
The transfer function of the PGA is therefore as follows:
f
R,
The Device Editor of the PSoC automatically programs the appropriate resistor values
depending on the user-defined gain value.
5.1.2: Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)
The PSoC has a number of different ADC's to select from depending on the required
sampling rate, resolution, Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and depending on the number of
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peripheral analog and digital blocks available. It offers Incremental Type (algorithmically
equivalent to a Dual Slope type), Successive Approximation as well as Delta-Sigma
ADC's.
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Figure 5.4: Simplified Block diagram of the Incremental ADC in PSoC [31]
In our design a Variable Resolution Incremental ADC has been selected, because of its
flexibility to finely tune the sample rate and change the resolution as per the application
requirement during the development stage. It uses integrator, comparator, reference
signals, counter and a pulse width modulator (PWM). In our design the ADC has been
programmed for a resolution of 11 bits and the data clock 2.4MHz. It uses 1 analog
peripheral block and 3 digital peripheral blocks for 8 bit counter and 16 bit PWM.
The algorithm is similar to that of a dual-slope ADC, whereby an unknown voltage is
integrated over a fixed amount of time and then a known reference signal is 'de-
integrated', for a variable period of time. The measured variable time helps estimate the
unknown voltage. The variable period in this case is kept track by using the counter and
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the integrate time is kept track using the PWM. The PWM also gates the clock to the
counter.
5.1.3: UART Receive/ Transmit Blocks:
UART Receive/ Transmit blocks use 2 digital peripheral blocks, one for receiving and the
other for transmitting. It is required to be programmed for a baud rate of 57600 for
interfacing with MICA2. The input clock to the UART blocks needs to be 8 times the
required baud rate. Hence the clock is 460.8 KHz. The transmit interrupt request is
enabled, therefore once a transmit register is empty the microcontroller is interrupted to
send more data.
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Figure 5.5: Internal BlockDiagram of the UART Receive and Transmit blocks.[32]
As seen from figure 5.5, the transmit and receive, control and status registers are
different. Since the data comes in as a bit stream, the data is accumulated in a shift
register, before sending it out or before reading it
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5.1.4: The Device Editor Placing and Routing:
Figure 5.6 shows the Device Editor (DE) after programming the peripheral blocks on the
PSoC. The UART blocks, PGA and the ADC are placed in the DE. The interconnects are
programmed to route the signals correctly. The global resources and the user-parameters
for each of the programmed user modules are also defined in the DE. In figure 5.6 PGA
block (is placed in green) receives the analog signal from the sensor. The output of the
PGA is routed the input of the ADC blocks (in red). The UART receive/transmit signals
from the UART blocks (in blue) are routed to the port pins to transmit to MCU in the
node. More description on these can be found in [24].
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Figure 5.6: Zoomed in view, of the placed peripheral components and the internal routing of the
signals.
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5.1.5: Application Editor (AE):
The libraries of the peripheral components placed in the DE are generated and available
to view and edit in the AE. Each of the user programmed peripheral components must be
initialized in the application code.
Using the library functions, the ADC sampling is set such that it will continuously sample
the incoming signal at its pre-defined (in DE) sampling rate. Each sample is read into an
integer (2 bytes) variable, since the ADC resolution is 1 1 bits. This variable value is then
transmitted serially using the UART library functions.
5.1.6: The Pin Diagram of the PSoC:
After programming of the peripheral blocks, routing the signals to the port pins and
initializing the blocks in the AE, the pin diagram of the PSoC is as shown in figure 5.7
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Figure 5.7: Pin Diagram of PSoC after programming the peripheral blocks.
5.2. UART to RS232 Conversion at PSoC end
The UART voltage signals from the PSoC chip vary between 0 to 5 volts as per the
TTL/CMOS voltage levels. This needs to be converted to RS232 levels that vary between
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12V to -12V. RS 232 is a more reliable serial communication protocol; because it has a
greater noise margin.
Figure 5.8 shows the schematic diagram for the conversion ofUART signals at the PSoC
to RS232 required for interfacing with MICA2. It uses MAX233 IC [33], which performs
the level conversion. Figure 5.9 shows a snapshot ofMICA2 interfaced with PSoC
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Figure 5.9: Snapshot ofMICA2 interfaced with PSoC.
5.3 TOS Message Structure:
TinyOS has a message structure that must be followed while communicating wirelessly
or serially with the motes. Just sending a random byte of data will not be understood by
MICA2 and will therefore be rejected. Hence, in order to interface PSoC with MICA2
serially, it is important to understand the TinyOS message structure and thereby transmit
the data from the PSoC in accordance with it.
5.3.1 Packets:
TinyOS messages are sent in 'packets'. A raw packet has 2 synchronization bytes, the
packet type and the TOS message. The contents of a raw packet are illustrated in table
5.1. The frame synchronization byte (0x7E) marks the start and end of the packet;
therefore every packet must start and end with '0x7E'. Packet type indicates whether or
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not an 'acknowledgement is required'to be sent back after having received the packet
correctly or whether the packet is an
'acknowledgement' being sent back to the sender of
the original packet. For our design, the packet type sent from the PSoC to MICA2 is a
user packet, with no acknowledge required. It has been highlighted in table 5.1. The
payload data contains the TinyOS message; it is in this message that the sampled data
will be transmitted. The TinyOS message structure has been discussed in the next section.
SYKC_BYTS Packet
Type
Payload Laz& 5YNC_3YTE
0 1 2.. .n-i n
Byte # Field Description
0 Packet frame synch
byte
Always 0x7E
1 Packet Type Thei e are 5 known packet types:
P_PACKET_NO_ACK (0x4 2) - User packet
with no ACK required.
P_PACKET_ACK (0x4 1) - User packet. ACK
required. Includes a prefix byte. Receiver must
send a P_ACK response with prefix byte as
contests.
P_ACK (0x4 0) - The ACK response to a
PJPACKET_ACK packet, includes the prefix
byte as its contents.
P_L"NKNOWN (OxFF) - An unknown packet
tvpe.
2...n-l Payload Data In most cases will be a TinyOS Message ofvarying
length, which described below.
n SYNC BYTE Always Jx~Z
Table 5.1: Packet Structure in TOS Message Structure [34]
5.3.2 TOS Message Structure:
The TOS message structure, illustrated in table 5.2, has 5 bytes of header, followed by
data bytes (also called payload data) and ends with the 2 bytes of CRC. The number of
data bytes can be variable and must be indicated in the header. A maximum of 26 data
bytes can be sent in a single packet.
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The header consists of 5 bytes: the first 2 bytes have the destination address - in our case
it will be the UART address. The UART address has been set to 0x007E. The next byte
indicates the message type - since our message is being transmitted via UART, the
message type is AMTYPE_XUART. Then follows the Group ID for motes of one group
to identify each other in an environment with multiple sensor nodes of different networks
are present. Since we do not have multiple motes or networks present; we use the default
group id, 0x7d. Next byte, the data length indicates the number of data bytes that follow
in the payload data.
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Address Message
Type
Sroup
Le^cr"]*'
Ca-a CRC
0 I 2 2 3 4 5. . .r.-2 r.-l ! n
Byte# Field Description
0-1 Message Address One of 3 possible value types:
* Broadcast Address (OxFFFF) - message to all
nodes.
UART Address (5x0 07e)-message from a
node to the gateway serial pert. All incoming
messages will have this address.
Node Address - the unique ED of a node to
receive message.
2 Message Type ActiveMessage (AM) unique identifier for the type of
message it is. Typically each application will have its
own nuroaze tvee. Examples include:
? AMTYPE XUART = OxOA
AMTYPE_MHOP_DEBUG~0xO3
? AMTYPE SURGE MSG 0x1 1
AMTYPE XSENSOR - 0x32
? AMTYPE_XMULTIHOP -0x33
AMTYPE MHOP MSG - OxFA
3 Group ID Unique identified for the group ofmotes participating in
the network. The default value is 125 (Cx"?d). Only
motes with the same group idwill talk to each other.
4 Data Length The length (T) m bytes of the data payload. This does not
include the CRC cr frame svnck bytes.
5...n-2 Payload data The actualmessage content. The data resides at byte 5
through byte 5 plus the length of the data (I from above).
The data will be specific to the message type. Specific
message types are discussed in the next section.
n-l, a CRC Two byte code that ensures the integrity of themessage.
The CRC includes the Packet Type plus the entire
unescaped TinyOS message. A discussion on hosv the
CRC is computed is included in the Appendix.
Table 5.2: Field description in packets of TOS Message Structure. Source: [34].
The Payload data can vary between 1 and 26 bytes. In our design we keep the payload
data constant at 26. The payload is where our sampled data is added. The last 2 bytes of
the TOS message structure are the CRC bytes, used for checking the integrity of the
received signal at the receiver. The C-code for calculating the CRC of the packet is found
in the [octave-tech] document, which explains the TOS message structure in further
details.
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5.3.3 PSoC and TinyOS Message Structure:
The raw data packets to be transmitted from PSoC to MICA2 using UART look as shown
in figure 5.10. It show three raw data packets serially transmitted from the PSoC to
MICA2. The data has to be sent in a little-endian format. The synchronization byte
(0x7E), packet type (0x42), UART address (0x007E = 7D 5E 00, because of escaping
byte), Message type -UART (0A) and Group ID (7D) are highlighted in yellow. The
payload data highlighted in blue, green, pink and grey are arranged in an Oscope message
structure. This structure is used by Oscilloscope, which is a java-based program that is
used to display the sampled data at the base station. The Source mote indicates the motes
ID, incase there exists more than 1 mote transmitting data in the n/w. The sample
numbers are kept track of and the last sample number is sent out with each packet.
Channel indicates the ADC channel, incase of more than 1 element is being sensed at a
mote. The dark-green highlighted bytes are the CRC bytes.
TE 42 7D 51 00 0A 7D SD IA iffiBin1^1 13 &1 13 01 12 01 13 01 13 0113 01 13 01 14 01 13 01 Ml 7E
7E 42 7D 5E 00 0A 7D 5D IA 01 00 W\ 1 5 0 1 16 01 15 01 15 01 16 01 15 0115 01 15 01 15 01 15 01 f__ 73
7E 42 7D 5E 00 OA 7D 5T> IA OMHIH 13 01 12 01 12 01 1201 12 01 12 0112 01 12 01 11 01 12 01 __l 7E
Standard packets: Sync bytes. Packet type, UART address. Group ID, = of data bytes
Oscope Message Structure:
&_tHHH8% Oxoooi
:0x079Z
Data
Figure 5.10: Example Raw Data Packets to be sent to MICA2
Figure 5.11 describes the program flow of PSoC in order to send the data in the TOS
message structure described above. Since the data payload (last sampled number and
sampled data ) and the CRC are changing with each packet (in figure 5.10), a 13 integer
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array, iData, containing only the data payload is initialized with the constant source mote
as 0x0001, cumulative data count as 0x0000, ADC channel number (remains constant) as
0x0001 and the sampled data as all zeros.
Ten sampled values are then added to the iData array. A cumulative count variable is
used to keep track of the last sample number transmitted. This count loaded into the iData
array after the samples have been loaded. The iData array is now required to be converted
to a 26 character array because all the sampled data is to be transmitted in the little-
endian format (i.e. lsb first and then the msb)
Once the new character array is formed the CRC is calculated. The CRC is initialized
with a pre-calculated value of the standard bytes (highlighted in yellow in figure 5.10)
because they remain the same with every packet. Therefore only the CRC of the data
payload needs to be calculated.
After having computed the CRC, the packet is ready to be sent. The PC now jumps to the
UART send function that initially sends out the standard bytes (highlighted in yellow in
figure 5.10) then the character array containing the data payload followed by the CRC
and the last sync byte.
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Imvay.zt arrav ?Data for Data Pavload
Initialize peripheral?: PGA . ADC, UART
Set ADC to sample continuously
<^ fori- 1 to 10 y*
Populate iData(-:j with ADC sampled data
1 = . i 0 * V
;>:c
Inattna' cumulative data count (Cnt) lr
<2>
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Reset cnt to 0x000 a
% es
Enter cat in iData array in iData[l]
C onvert iData array to character array and
change format to little endtan
Calculate CRC of data payload - standard
bvtes
UART Send. Send sync bytes - standard
bytes along with character array and CRC
bvtes
T
A
Figure 5.11 : Flowchart describing the PSoC sending sampled data in accordance to TOS Message
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5.4 MICA2 programming:
PSoC
MICA2
Remote !k>te
Data received serially from
PSoC to be transmitted
wirelessly
Data received wirelessly to
be sent serially to the
computer
Base Station
Figure 5.12: Block Diagram of the implemented system
The Remote mote must be programmed such that it is able to receive the data serially
from the PSoC and transmit this data wirelessly to the base mote. On the other hand, the
base mote must be programmed such that it is able to receive data being transmitted by
the base mote and transmit the same to the computer.
Such an application has already been implemented by the TinyOS researchers and is
available to TinyOS users. This application code is called TOSBase. The application
bridges the serial and wireless channel - whenever it receives a packet serially through
UART it transmits it wirelessly to the other mote or when it receives a radio packet
wirelessly it transmits it serially, in most applications to a computer at the base station.
When a packet is received serially the red led on the mote blinks and when a packet is
received wirelessly a green led blinks. Hence, at the remote mote we notice the red led
blinking whereas at the base mote we notice the green led blinking. The wiring diagram
of the component TOSBase is shown in figure 5.13. It wires together components UART
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and RadioCRCPacket which control the low-level UART hardware and CClOOO
transceiver respectively. Details on each of the components are found in TinyOS
documentation.
StdCantrol
_^j(IedsC)
Figure 5.13: shows the wiring diagram of component TOSBase. [25]
5.5 Setting up the Base Station:
At the base station to which the base mote is connected serially, the computer must
continuously listen to the serial port for the received packets. It must be able to extract
the sampled data from the packets.
TinyOS developers have provided with a Java based program of SerialForwarder[35] that
listens to the specified serial port at a user-defined baud rate. The SerialForwarder
forwards the packets received, onto the internet for connection to with other computers,
running the same program.
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Another Java based program Oscope [35] is provided to the users. This program is run in
conjunction with the SerialForwarder. It retrieves the packets from the SerialForwarder
and is able to correctly decipher the TOS Message structure. It then displays the sampled
data in a graphical display.
tfosfcs*-..-
tJ'Z-fiJ-'J-r'y
'Lu^u2^N'/i'//M\ti
Figure 5.14: Base Station set-up
In our base-station setup we program the SerialForwarder to listen the serial port at a
baud rate of 57600, since that is the serial baud rate ofMICA2. The Oscope program is
run along with it as shown in figure 5.14.
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6. Thresholding and PhysiologicalApplication
After having discussed the interface design in the last chapter, we discuss the application
and usefulness of a PSoC interfaced MICA2 in this chapter. Two applications have been
implemented - a thresholding principle and a cardiac monitoring system.
6.1 Thresholding:
Thresholding is used to reduce the transmission data by suppressing the data below a
predetermined threshold value. In the implemented design, 10 samples are saved in an
array. These samples are then compared to the threshold value, if all the samples are
below the threshold; their average is computed and added to the data payload. Once the
entire payload is filled, the packet is ready to be sent. However, if any sample in the array
is above the threshold the entire array of all 10 samples are sent immediately to the base
station. It does not require programming of extra peripheral blocks. Such a system, where
the transmission rate is controlled by the value of the element being monitored, is useful
in the implementation of an auto-controlled indoor environment where a quick action is
required to be taken to bring the sensed element back below the threshold.
The Sample Rate of the implemented system is given by the following equation 6. 1 :
DataClock
+ CalcTime
SampleRate -
B(ts+2 ; Equation 6.1
where, DataClock = 2.4MHz
Bits = 1 1 bits
CalcTime = 114
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Hence, the SampleRate is about 289 Hz. While above the threshold, at least 28 packets
require to be transmitted per second, because each packet contains 10 samples; however
below the threshold only 3 packets are required to be sent per second, because for every
10 samples, one average value is computed; therefore a packet containing 10 average
values carries the information of 100 samples below the threshold. Such a system reduces
the number of bits transmitted by a good amount when the samples are below the
threshold. Figure 6.1 shows the samples displayed in the Oscope GUI. Figure 6.1(a)
shows the results before implementation and figure 6.1(b) shows the results after
implementation of the thresholding principle. It is evident from the illustration that the
packets sent below the threshold are reduced by a considerable amount.
Figure 6.1: Received waveform data displayed at base station using Oscope GUI. (a), above: before
thresholding (b), below: after implementing thresholding. Notice the number of samples below the
threshold have reduced by 10%
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6.2 Cardiac Monitoring System:
Figure 6.2: Sampled cardiac waveform being displayed at the base station.
6.2.1 Concept ofmonitoring the cardiac signal within the PSoC:
Incase of a wireless cardiac monitoring system, the sampled cardiac signal would need to
be transmitted to the base station at all time at a minimum rate of 10 packets in 1 second
(for a sampling rate of about 100Hz). If there is more than 1 patient monitored at the
same time then it would result in network congestion and the average reception ratio
would begin to drop as shown in figure 2.2 and the cardiac signal would appear distorted
at the base station making it difficult to monitor the signal precisely.
Hence, a cardiac monitoring system was conceptualized using the PSoC for continuous
monitoring of either a skipped heart beat or for a drop in the HRV. Only after the
occurrence of either event is the sampled cardiac signal transmitted to the base station to
be monitored and recorded. Such a system makes use of the analog front end capabilities
of the PSoC along with its advanced low-power computational capabilities.
Implementation of such a system would not have been possible without the interfacing of
PSoC to MICA2.
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The HRV of a cardiac signal is measured by measuring the standard deviation of the RR-
Interval as described in section 2.4 As shown in figure 2.5, the RR-intervals vary
periodically and therefore its standard deviation must not be too low. If the standard
deviation reduces, then it is used as a marker for unhealthy activity or a possible
indication of an impending heart attack. The formula for calculating the standard
deviation is given in equation 6.2.
Standard Deviation = I X) ; Equation 6.2
where, n : Number of samples
X. : Value of each sample (or RR-Interval)
X : Average of all the samples (i.e. average of all the RR-Intervals)
6.2.2 Measuring the RR-Interval:
Comparator Reference value
Sampled Cardiac Signal
Output of the Comparator
Measured
RR-Interval
{appx)
Measured
RR-Interval ?'
(appx)
Capture Interrupt
( Timer )
Capture Interrupt
( Timer )
Capture Interrupt
(Timer)
Figure 6.3: Measuring the RR-Interval using PSoC
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In our design, the R-wave is detected using an analog comparator. The reference value of
the comparator is set such that it detects the positive edge of the R-wave (figure 6.3). The
output of the comparator is fed to the capture input of a 16-bit timer. The timer is set to a
Capture Interrupt, which copies the value of the count-register to the compare-register of
the timer when it encounters a positive edge at the capture input and it also interrupts the
microcontroller to read it. The timer continues to run, hence when the next capture
interrupt occurs, the user only needs to subtract the present captured value from the
previous one to measure the elapsed time between the two interrupts, which is the RR-
Interval. For implementing such a system, peripheral blocks such as an analog
comparator and a 16 bit timer need to be programmed. This will be described in the
following sections.
6.2.3 Measuring a Skipped beat:
For detecting a skipped heart beat, a counter is used which resets itself each time an R-
wave is occurs. If an R-wave does not occur for a interval of 1.92 seconds, a variable is
flagged, to indicate a skipped heart beat and the sampled cardiac signal is immediately
transmitted to the base station for recording/ monitoring.
However, to measure an interval of 1.92 seconds, using the available resources a different
approach is utilized. Only 1 digital block is available after programming the other
components, therefore an 8-bit counter is programmed. The counter is set to interrupt
approximately every 3.88ms, using a clock of 32.967 KHz (derived from the system
clock). A timeout variable is utilized to measure the interval of 1.92 seconds. It is
decremented every 3.88msec in the counter-ISR from an initial value of 500. When the
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timeout variable reaches zero, about 1.92 seconds would've elapsed. The timeout variable
is set back to 500 within the GPIO ISR. The GPIO interrupt occurs during the positive
edge of the comparator output (figure 6.3). The GPIO interrupt is generated by routing
the comparator output to one of the PSoC pins and enabling an (positive) edge triggered
interrupt at the pin. This way the timeout variable will reach zero only when an R-wave
fails to occur for a period of 1 .92 seconds. Programming of the counter and the GPIO
interrupt will be discussed in the following sections.
6.2.4 Placing and Routing in the Device Editor:
To implement the described cardiac monitor, an analog comparator, a 16-bit timer and an
8-bit counter are placed as shown in figure 6.4. The output of the PGA (dark-green) is
routed to the input of the comparator (purple), which detects the positive edge of the R-
wave. The output of the analog comparator is routed to the capture input of the 16 bit
timer (light blue) and the GPIO Port 0[6]. The GPIO interrupt is enabled for a positive
edge on Port 0[6]. An 8-bit counter (light-green) is placed in the last available digital
peripheral block.
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Figure 6.4: Placing of peripheral blocks and routing of signals in Device Editor for a cardiac
monitoring system.
Both, the timer and the counter are clocked by a 32.967 KHz clock, which is derived
from the system clock using in-built clock dividers. The period of each clock is
approximately 30usec. Therefore to set the counter to interrupt every 3.88msec, a count
of 127 (decimal) is loaded in the count register and terminal count interrupt is enabled.
The count register is decremented at every positive edge of the clock and the
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microcontroller is interrupted to jump to the Counter ISR when it reaches its terminal
count of 0.
The timer is initialized with a maximum count of OxFFFF (65535, decimal) in the count
register. It is decremented with each clock. Since the timer interrupt is set to a capture
interrupt, care should be taken that the capture input is asserted once every 65535 clocks
(i.e. within 1.96 seconds); otherwise there will be an overflow when subtracting with the
previously captured value of the timer-count-register. This problem is overcome using the
counter, which gives indications incase an R-wave does not occur for 1.92 seconds.
6.2.5 Application Editor:
In the AE, each of the peripheral components must to be initialized and the ISR for the
counter, timer and GPIO interrupts need to be defined. For the calculation of standard
deviation, the measured values ofRR-Interval are stored in an arraywithin the timer ISR.
After 10 values of RR-Interval are saved in the array, their standard deviation is
calculated using equation 6.2. In our design, since the cardiac signal is being generated
by a function generator it has a constant RR-Interval instead of having periodic
variations. Therefore an event detection was made possible, to check for a reduced SD,
which might not have been possible if an ECK sensor was interfaced, because it would
have required monitoring of the cardiac signal of a person with a cardiac problem.
However, the downside is that we could not test the system for natural periodic variations
ofRR-Interval.
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6.2.6 For Measuring Standard Deviation over a period of 5 Minutes:
In order to analyze the HRV, a short term interval of 5 minutes or long interval of 24
hours is recommended for the calculation of SD of RR-intervals. In paper [39] different
time intervals for measuring HRV has been analyzed. For measuring the SD over an
interval of 5 minutes, it would require enough memory to store at least 300 values (60
beats per minutes is the heart rate of a trained athlete) of RR-Interval so as to subtract
individual RR-intervals from the calculated average. The PSoC family used in our design
has only 256 bytes of RAM therefore it would require a different family of PSoC which
has more RAM space provided. Otherwise a different formula of standard deviation can
also be used, which allows us to compute the SD on the fly. The short-cut formula of SD
(equation 6.3), is derived below, from the SD formula in equation 6.2.
sd JSS1^ ; From Equation 6.2
^%{xi2+x2-2xix} ; Expanding the square term in Equation 6.2
n-l _]xt
+nx -2 xHXj
; Taking summation of individual terms
;v =n.
n-l
''2
_]x;
+nx ~2 n x
1=1
X
1=1
n-l
S*i n x ; Combining the last 2 terms in the bracket
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n-l
2
_\xt
-
1=1
n
n
_]xi
i=l
x = 1=1
n
n(n - 1)
n Ex, -_]xt
/=i * 1=1
; Making n in denominator common
SD
| Z(*i2) -<S* >
nyn-l)
; Equation 6.3
where, n : Number of samples
X. : Value of each sample (or RR-Interval)
From equation 6.3, we can calculate the standard deviation on the fly for an interval of 5
minutes or more because it only requires the current value of the RR-Interval and does
not require us to subtract it from individual RR-fritervals after computing the average
value of all RR-intervals.
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7. Results and Performance Analysis
Cypress MicroSystems has made a Power calculator available to the PSoC users, which
helps developers to estimate the current and power consumption in the chip based on the
project. It is dependant on the number of peripheral blocks used, frequency of clock used
for each of them, the number of pins and rows (on which the signals are routed) to be
driven etc. Below is the estimated current and power consumption for the thresholding
and the cardiac monitoring system.
7.1 Thresholding Application:
Estimated PSoC Power Calculations for CY8C27xxx Family Device
Version 1.0
project name Thresholding
part number CY3C27443 Cypress MicroSystems, inc.
pin count 28
CPU Clock
Vdd
CPU Current
Digital Block
"dbboo
DBB01
DCB02
DCB03
DBB10
DBB11
DCB 12
DCB 1 3
Digital Bloc
3 000
3 30
1,1Hz
OpAmp Bias j
Block Clk
|MHz)
GPIO GPIO Clk
2 400 0 029
0 000 OOOO
0 461 0 009
0 461 0 009
2 400 0 029
2 400 0 029
0 000 0 000
0 000 0 000
k Current 0
1J"
I
Count (MHz)
mA 0 0 000
'
0 000
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA 1 0461 0 021
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA GPI 3 Current 0 021|
mA
mA
n\A
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
Analog Block
ACBOO
ACB01
ACB02
ACB03
ASC10
ASD11
ASC12
ASD 13
ASD2Q
ASC21
ASD22
ASC23
Povvei
Level (0-3)
Analog Block Current
0 600
0 600
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
ImA
Roc,
Row
Roc
Row.
Rw
Row
Roc
Row
Row
0_Output_1
0_Output_3
TputpuH
J_Out|;u1_3
Roc Clk
(MHz)
0 000
0 000
0 461
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
Roc Current
Analog Power
0 000 mA SCOffRefLoc
0 000 mA SC Off.Ref Med
0 014 mA SC Off Ref High
0 000 mA SCOn'Reflow
0 000 mA SC On-Ref l.led
0 000 mA SCOn-RefHigh
0 000 mA Reference Circuit Current
0 000 mA
A_Buffer Power
Analog
Output Buffer
AnalogOutBufJ)
AnalogOutBufJ
AnalogOutBufJ?
AnalogOutBufJ
Analog Output Buffei Current
0 000 mA
0 000 mA
0 000 mA
0 000 mA
0.000-JmA
[Estimated Total PSoC Cmrent 3.774 |mA
i TlmA Estimated Total PSoC Power! IinW
Table 7.1: Power consumption in PSoC for implementation of the thresholding algorithm
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In the implementation of the thresholding principle; with
a sampling rate of289 Hz, a resolution of 1 1 bits
a CPU clock of 3 MHz,
power supply of 3.3V,
a low reference voltage on the SC block (ADC),
and one row being driven for serial transmission at 0.461 MHz (8 times the Baud
rate);
the estimated current consumption is about 3.774mA (from table 7.1).
Figure 7.1: Displayed waveform at the base station after the implementation of thresholding. Note
that the transmission rate is reduced when signal is below the threshold and increased when signal is
above the threshold.
Table 7.2 (page 65) draws a comparison between the implemented system and the
original system. For a sample rate of about 289 Hz, in the original system 28 packets are
transmitted in one second. It assumes that the Radio transmits the packets for about 80%
of the time within an hour and is idle for 20% the rest of the time. Model 1 is
implementation without the PSoC andModel 2 is the implementation with PSoC.
In Model 2 (with the PSoC) when the signal is below the threshold, an average of 10
samples is sent. Therefore there is a reduction of 10% of packets while the signal is
below the threshold. This can be observed in figure 7.1.
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These models do not take into consideration the computational load on MICA2. The
computational load on MICA2 would be more in Model 1 than Model 2, which would
further demonstrate that the PSoC interfaced design saves power. Table 7.2 gives an
overview of how PSoC serves as a power-saver by reducing the transmission rate, in turn
reducing the transmission power.
In table 7.2, CASE1 represents a situation where the signal is always below the threshold,
it has been assumed that the radio transmits packets for 80% of the time within an hour
and is idle for 20% of the time in the original system (Model 1). Because the signal is
always below the threshold, the packets would be reduced by 10% in a PSoC interfaced
MICA2 (Model 2). Therefore the radio transmits only for 8% of the time and is idle for
92% of the time. The consumption reduces by approximately 50%.
In CASE2, the signal is alternating and goes below the threshold for half the time. In the
original system (Model 1), the signal would be transmitted at all times, whereas in the
Model 2, the packets are transmitted for only 44% of the time. This results in
approximately 6% of reduced consumption.
In CASE3, where the signal is always above the threshold, the PSoC interfaced MICA2
would have to take a hit because of the current consumption of the PSoC. However, the
threshold should be decided such that the signal is not always above the threshold.
Such a system could be used in auto-controlled indoor environment.
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CASE I 100% of the time below the threshold
Model 1
% time mA-hr used
within an hour within an hour
Radio
Current xmit
Current Sleep
PSoC
Active current
12 mA
2uA
30%
20%
96
0 0004
Consum
CASE 2 50% of the time below the threshold
Radio
Current smit 1 2 mA
Current Sleep 2uA
Model 1
30%
20%
96
0 0004
PSoC
Active current '4mA 0%
ComputedmA-hr used each hour
Consumption reduced by
96004
CASE 3 0% of the time below the threshold
Radio
Current xmit
; Model,2
% time mA-hr used
within an hour within an hour
12 mA
Current Sleep 2uA
PSoC
Active current '4mA
L-ht used cadi hour
Consumption[Increased by
0%
39.31%1
8% 0 96
92% 0 0013
100%
Model .2;
100%
9 6004
3 774
4 7358
Model 2
44% 5 28
56% 0 00112
3 774
30%
20%
96 30% 96
0 0004 20% 0 0004
3 774
13 3744
Table 7.2: Evaluation of power consumption with and without PSoC interface. Model 1: without
PSoC and Model2: with PSoC.
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7.2 Cardiac Monitoring System:
In order to test the SD calculated for the RR-interval of 10 samples, the debugger is used
along with the fast running emulator. The results are checked in the watch windows
shown in figure 7.2.
Watch/'Global Name
iRRJntervallO 0x81 8Q. 0x81 80, 0x81 81 . 0x81 81 . 0x81 80, 0x81 82, 0x81 81 , 0xB1 83, 0x81 81 , 0x81 82
iSample 0x0000, 0x0000, 0x0000. 0x0000, 0x0000, DxOOOO. 0x0000. 0x0000, 0x0000. 0x0000
k 0x0a
mean 33153.09765G
std_dev 0.943401
total 0x00050f0b
variance 0.B90005
variancejot B.900055
wait 0x2000
Figure 7.2: Watch variables window in the debugger running the cardiac monitoring system.
Note that in figure 7.2, the 10 samples of RR-Interval are all around 0x8181 (33153,
decimal. Since the clock to the timer has a period of 30usec, the measured RR-Interval is
about 33153*30usec = 0.9945 seconds, which is very close to the applied 1Hz cardiac
signal from the function generator. This proves that the RR-intervals were being
measured correctly. The system was also checked for a varying RR-Interval. However,
the variation in the frequency was done manually and therefore was not the same as a
natural variation in RR-Interval. The system was checked for a varying frequency and it
worked as per the requirements.
To test the system for a skipped beat, the frequency of the signal was reduced below
0.5Hz and the base station was observed, it was noticed that the remote mote immediately
sent out the sampled cardiac signal to the base station, because it had not detected an R-
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wave for an interval of about 2 seconds (or an overflow of the timers terminal count
interrupt.). Therefore the system worked correctly for skipped beat detection.
Initially the timer interrupt did not read the RR-intervals correctly. This is because of
bouncing at the output of the comparator (at the capture input of the timer). The bouncing
of the signal was causing the capture interrupt to occur at every positive edge and record
incorrect values of RR-interval. Hence for de-bouncing, a wait variable (in figure 7.2) is
used for applying a short delay after the first positive edge at the output of the comparator
and the impending interrupts are cleared.
The power consumption of the PSoC in a cardiac monitoring system is calculated using
the power calculator (table 7.3). For a system with:
a sampling rate of approximately 74 Hz, with a resolution of 13bits
a CPU clock of 12 MHz,
power supply of 3.3V,
a high reference voltage for the analog blocks
and one row being driven for serial transmission at 0.461 MHz (8 times the Baud
rate);
the estimated current consumption is about 10.939mA.
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Estimated PSoC Power Calculations for CY8C27xxx Family Device
Version 1.0
project name
pan number
pin count
CPU Clock
Veld
CPU Current
Digital Block
DBBOO
DBB01
DCB02
DCB03
DBB10
DBB11
DCB12
DCB 13
CardiacJ1onrtonng_Sys
CY3C27443
28
12 000
1.30
MHz
V
Block Clk
(MHz)
0 032
Digital Block Current
2 400
0 032
0 461
0 461
2 400
2 400
0 032
0 029
0 005
0 009
ooos
0 029
0 029
0 005
0 005
Row.
Row.
Row
Row.
Row.
Row
Row.
Row
Row
0_Output_0
,0_OutputJ
0_6utput_3
.
1_Outpt.itJ
1_Output_3
Row Clk
fl.-IHz;
0 000
'
0 000
0 000 0 000
0 481 0 014
0 000 0 000
0 000 0 000
0 000 0 000
0 000 0 000
0 000 0 000
ji rem -SWW4
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
Cypress Micro Systems. Inc.
GPIO GPIO Clk
Count (MHz)
mA 0 0 000
"
0 000
m.A 0 0 000 0 000
mA 1 0461 0 021
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA 0 0 000 0 000
mA GPI 3 Current 0 021|
Analog Power
SCOff-RefLo*
SCOtfRsfMed
SC Off'Ref High
SCOn.RefLo>;,
SCOn/RefMed
SC On/Ref High 1
Reference Ciicuit Current
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
0 000 mA
0 000 mA
0 000 mA
0 000 mA
0 000 mA
5.419 mA
mA
Enter paiameteis in vellow
See estimated tesult in green
OpAmp I
Analog Block
ACBOO
ACB01
ACB02
ACB03
ASC10
ASD 11
ASC12
ASD13
A.SD20
ASC21
ASD22
ASC23
Power
Level (0.3!
0
0 600
0 600
0 000
0 600
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
0 000
ITlA
mA
mA
mA
iuA
mA
mA
mA
mA.
mA,
mA
mA.
Analog Block Current
A_Buffer Powei
Analog
Output Buffer
AnalogOutBufJ)
AnalogOutBufJ
AnalogOutBufJ
AnalogOut6ufJ
Analog Output Buffer
0
'
0 000
1 0 800
0 0 000
0 0 000
i Current 0 800 |
Estimated Total PSoC Current!
mA
mA
mA
mA
mA
ImA
Estimated Total PSoC Power: 36.097 ItnW
Table 7.3: Power consumption in PSoC of the cardiac monitoring system.
If the sampling frequency is increased beyond 74 Hz, which is about 7 to 8 packets in 1
second, the packets start dropping due to which the display or recording of cardiac signal
at the base station gets affected. This is shown in figure 7.3
MhtbtgR-ll'tvi dui
to droppedpacket
Figure 7.3: Distorted waveform received at the base station due to dropped packet.
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Therefore the sampling frequency must be kept within 100Hz to keep the signal from
being distorted at the base station.
Since the signal is transmitted only when there is a reduced HRV or a skipped heart beat,
there are fewer patients transmitting the signal and therefore the network traffic is
reduced drastically.
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8. Energy Model for Single-Hop, Single-Sender Network.
This chapter models the energy consumption in the implemented single-hop, single-
sender sensor network. Model 1 shows the energy consumption without the interfacing of
PSoC at the remote node, whereas model 2 shows the energy consumption with the
interface ofPSoC at the remote node. It demonstrates how interfacing ofPSoC can help
reduce transmit power at the remote node and receive power at the base node.
8.1 EnergyModel of Individual Components:
8.1.1 Sensor Energy Consumption; EOS)
As discussed in [45], we assume that the energy consumed by the sensor per bit is a
constant, Esensor lbit . Therefore the total energy consumed by the sensor in sensing r bits
would be equal to E(S) [46]:
E(S) = Esensorl bit * r -Equation 8. 1
8.1.2 Microcontroller Energy Consumption; E(MCU)
Because the network is assumed to be a single-hope, single-sender network, only the
transfer ofdata from the remote node to the base node is considered. In the remote node,
the central microcontroller would essentially be used to transfer readings from the sensor
to the transceiver as shown in figure 8.2. Let Nop be the number ofoperations performed
by the microcontroller to complete the transfer of one bit from the sensor to the
transceiver. Assuming that Emculop is the mean energy consumed within the MCU to
perform a single operation, the energy consumption in the MCU would be given as:
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E(MCU) = Emcu/0*N0*r -Equation 8.2
Emculop will be a function of applied voltage, frequency of operation and internal
capacitance of the processor's logic, r indicates the number ofbits sensed by the sensing
units that are to be transmitted to the base station.
8.1.3 Transceiver Energy Consumption:
* bit packet
Electronics
i Tx Amplifier
I P .Tii ReceiveElectronics ; bit packet
Figure 8.1: First Order RadioModel. Source [47]
Figure 8.1 shows the transceiver block diagram at both the remote node, which is in the
transmit mode as well as the base-station node, which is in the receive mode. The Radio
Model discussed in [45] and [47] is used as the transmitter and receiver's energymodel.
TransmitMode Energy Consumption; E(TX) : It is assumed that Ea_elex/bit is the
energy consumed per bit by the transmitter electronics and Ett_flm/)/w, is the energy
consumed per bit by the transmit op-amp. We consider a first order system as the one
shown in figure 8.1. It has only one transmitter and one receiver, separated by a
distanced . The path loss in such a system would be
d2
. Therefore the energy
consumption of the transmitter would be given as [45][47]:
ECTX) = (Ett_efct/i * r) + (Ett_flmp/W,
* r *
d2 ) - Equation 8.3
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Receive Mode Energy Consumption; E(RX) : It is assumed that the transceiver
electronics consumes a constant, Erx_elexlbil energy per bit in the receive mode. Therefore
energy consumed by a transceiver in a receive mode can be given as [45] [47]:
E(RX) = E rx-elexlbit -Equation 8.4
8.2 Model 1: Without interfacing PSoC.
Transceiver r bit'
Transceiver r tuts
Sensor ' bi<- MCU
j >
r bits Transmit Transmit
Electronics Op-amp
To
Receive MCU comp.
. Electronics ? >
Figure 8.2: Block Diagram ofRemote Node and Base Node in a single-hop, single node n/w
The total energy consumption in a remote node in a single-hop, single-node network
would be the summation of the energy consumed by the MCU, Sensor and the
Transceiver (in the transmit mode). It can be represented by the following energymodel:
E(REMOTE) = E(S) + E(MCU) + E(TX) -Equation 8. 5
=> E(REMOTE) = (Esensorlbit *r) + (Emculop*Nop*r) + [(Elx_elexlbil *r) + (Etx_amp/bil*r*d2)]
-Equation 8.6
=> E(REMOTE) oc r -Equation 8. 7
Equation 8.6 is formed by substituting Equation 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3.
The energy consumed at the base node, would be the summation of the transceiver in the
receive mode and the MCU computations, which would essentially transfer the incoming
data from the transceiver to the computer at the base station.
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Therefore the total energymodel for the node at the base station in a single-hop, single
node network can be represented as:
E(BASE) = E(RX) + E(MCU) -Equation 8. 8
=>E(BASE) = (Erx_e!ex/bit *r) + (Emculop *Nop *r) -Equation 8.9
=$ E(BASE) oc r -Equation 8. 1 0
Equation 8.9 is formed by substituting equation 8.2 and 8.4.
It can be deduced that the total energy consumption of the remote node as well as the
base node depends on the number ofbits sensed by the sensor and transmitted to the base
station. By trying to limit the number ofbits transmitted to the base station the total
energy consumption can be reduced. Based on this premise ameans for low-power event
detection was found such that only important information is transmitted to the base
station instead of all the sensed data. This is discussed on Model 2.
8.3 Model 2: With interfaced PSoC
An external component PSoC is required in addition to the MCU at the remote node, in
order to perform complex computations. PSoC as discussed in Chapter 4 helps perform
complex event detection. Figure 8.3 shows the block diagram ofPSoC interfacedMICA2
remote node.
r bit- x
bit'
Transceiver
MCU * *"" Transmit Transmit
* Electronics Op-amp
i ;
Sensor
PSoC >.
sbit;
Transceiver x uk
To
Receive MCU Comp.
Electronics ? >
Figure 8.3: Block diagram of the Remote Node with PSoC along with the Base Node.
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8.3.1 PSoC Energy Consumption; E(PSOC)
Let r be the bits sensed by the sensor. These bits are fed to the PSoC for performing
event detection. Let x be the number ofbits that are to be transmitted to the base station
after being processed by the PSoC. x will be a function of the probabilityV(event) , at
which an 'event occurs'and/or the number ofbits to be transmitted to the base station
after periodic time interval t .
x = f(?(event),Nt ) -Equation 8.11
where Nt is the number ofbits to be transmitted to the base station after a periodic time
interval t . It can be decided by the programmer and depends on the application for which
the sensor network is used. Then the efficiency of the PSoC can then be computed as
r x
tj = -Equation 8.12
r
The efficiency of the PSoC indicates the energy saved by interfacing the PSoC. It is a
ratio of the number ofbits not transmitted (to the base station) to the total number ofbit
sensed by the sensor. Without the interfacing ofPSoC all r bits sensed by the sensor
would be transmitted to be base station. However, in model 2 only x bits will be required
to be transmitted. The efficiency of the PSoC will range from zero to one. Zero being the
worst case, whereby it transmits all the bits it receives (i.e. x = r) and one being the best
case wherein it does not transmit any bits (i.e. x = 0) incase there is no occurrence of an
event. Efficiency would typically be a fraction between one and zero.
It is assumed that Epsoc_complbu is the energy consumed by PSoC for performing
computations on a single bit received from the sensor. It depends on the number of
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analog and digital blocks configured, frequency of operation, supply voltage and
capacitance. It is also assumed that a constant E
_tt/4(7
is the energy consumed per bit to
transmit the bits to the MCU, incase of event detection and/or periodic sends. Let r be
the bits sensed by the sensor and x be the number ofbits transmitted by the PSoC. Then
the energy consumption ofPSoC can be represented as:
E(PSOC) = (Epsoc_complbil * r) + (Epsoc_a/bit * x) -Equation 8.13
The energy consumption of the MCU and the transceiver will now depend on x bits from
the PSoC instead of r bits from the sensor. Therefore the total energy consumption at a
remote node is as shown below:
E(REMOTE) = E(S) + E(PSOC) + E(MCU) + E(TX) -Equation 8.14
=> E(REMOTE) = (Esensor/bit * r) + [(Epsoc_comp/bit * r) + (E^_tt/4lV * x)]
+ (Emc/op * Nop * x) + [(Ett_e/ra/4, * x) + (Ett_flm/,/4 * x *
d2
)]
-Equation 8.15
=> E(REMOTE) = r* [Esensorlbit + Epsoc_comp/bit ]
+ X \-E
pSoc-tx I bit + \Vmculop op ) + ^ tx-etexl bit + t^ft-om/p/ bit " )J
-Equation 8.16
=> E(REMOTE) = r*{ [Esemorlbit + Epsoc_comp/M ]
+ (1 - 7)
* [E^-^w + (Emcu/0, *Nop) + Ett_eto/A, + (Ett_am/)/i, *
d2
)] }
-Equation 8.17
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Equation 8.15 is formed by substituting equation 8.2 and 8.3 with x instead of r and
also substituting equation 8.13 for E(PSOC) . In equation 8.17,x has been substituted by
the efficiency ofPSoC (t] ) from equation 8.12. The efficiency will always lie between
zero and one as mentioned earlier. It can be observed that as the efficiency of the PSoC
increases, the total energy consumption of the remote mote will reduce. In an ideal case,
the efficiency ofPSoC would be one. In such a case, the second halfof equation 8.17 will
be zero, resulting in a substantial amount of energy saving due to reduction in transmit
power as well as MCU computation power.
However, if the efficiency of the PSoC is low, for example zero, then there will be an
overhead of the PSoC energy consumption compared to the model 1. Therefore the PSoC
should be programmed such that the efficiency is high. This can be achieved with better
event detection algorithms so that fewer bits are to be transmitted to the base station.
At the base node, the energymodel will look similar to Model 1, except that it will now
be dependant on transmitted bits x instead of r (in the first model). Therefore the energy
model at the base station is given as:
E(BASE) = E(RX) + E(MCU) -Equation 8.18
=> E(BASE) = (Erx_elexlbit * x) + (Emculop * Nop * x) -Equation 8.19
=> E(BASE) = (1 - rj)r * [Erx_elexlbil + (Emculop * Nop )] -Equation 8.20
Equation 8.19 has been formed by substituting equation 8.4 and 8.2 with x instead of r.
Equation 8.20 is formed by substituting x with efficiency rj from equation 8.12.
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The energy consumption ofbase node like the remote node in model 2 also depends on
the efficiency of the PSoC. Higher the efficiency, lower the energy consumption in the
transceiver as well as the MCU at the base station.
This thesis implements the Model 2 to verify the energy savings. As seen from the
Chapter 6 and 7, the interfacing ofPSoC helps perform complex event detection and
indeed results in saving number of transmitted bits, thereby saving energy.
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9. Future Enhancement
9.1 Power Reductionwithin the Interface
This section describes a technique that could be explored to further reduce power
consumption in the PSoC interfaced MICA2. Gated-clock is an important technique for
reducing power consumption in a system-on-chip. The principle is to disable the clock to
the logic circuits that are not operational within that time frame. This is possible to
implement because individual circuit usage within a system varies depending on the
application. Since the power consumption ofCMOS circuits is directly proportional to
the clock frequency (equation 9.1), this technique helps save considerable amount of
power without affecting the performance of the system.
P oc fcCLVdd Equation 9.1
where,
P - Power consumed
fc = Frequency ofClock
CL = Load Capacitance
Vdd = SupplyVoltage.
In figure 9.1(a), Cg represents the cumulative gate capacitance of the flip flop. The clock
signal applied to a flip-flop, charges and discharges Cg in each cycle. This consumes
power even if the Data-in and Data-out are constant or unused. In such a case, a gated
clock, as seen in figure 9.1(b) can be used. The clock to the flip-flop can be shut offwhen
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it in not in use. The capacitance of the AND-gate is lower than that of the flip-flop and
hence the power is saved. [48]
Data In Data Out
IXtekarsiag
j~i_n
M
Clod;
Control
Signal
Data tn
\ Gated Clod,- iv,
/ eg -J-
Data Out
rtj- >',;;) Fifurr J. 2 cb ;
Figure 9.1: (a) Flip-flop without gated clock; (b): Flip-flop with gated clock.
In the applications ofPSoC interfacedMICA2, the PSoC performs complex processing
and intelligent monitoring of the sensor signal whereas the MICA2 performs the wireless
communication and implements the network protocols. The samples are transmitted from
PSoC to MICA2 only during the occurrence of certain events. Therefore the UART block
remains unused formost of the time. For example, in the cardiac monitoring system, the
heart rate variability is sent only once in 5 minutes. Therefore, by turning off the clock to
the UART block when there is no transmission from the PSoC to MICA2, would further
save power.
In the interface ofPSoC to MICA2, a TinyOS Message Structure (section 5.3) is used.
According to the TOS Message structure, the samples are transmitted from the PSoC to
the UART in structured packets. The entire packet is enclosed within a start and a stop
byte, 7E. The central processor in the PSoC could use 7E as an indicator to control the
clock to the UART block. Figure 9.2 shows the proposed change to the design in red.
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Figure 9.2: Proposed change (boxed) to UART design in PSoC.
This technique can help reduce power consumption within the PSoC serial
communication block.
9.2 Wakeup/Sleep Protocol
The PSoC's active power is variable and is in mW range, whereas its sleep power is
about 21.5uW. The Atmel microcontroller used in MICA2s active power is 33mW and
sleep power is 75uW. The power consumption of the components depends on the mode
of operation. In order to increase power saving, the MCU and the PSoC must be put to
sleep when not in use. Therefore a Sleep/ Wakeup protocol could be implemented for
applications with low-sampling or low-transmission rate.
9.3 Wireless Vital Signs Monitoring Device
The PSoC interfaced MICA2 design could be researched to make it a more sophisticated
physiological monitoring device. It could be extended to measure body temperature,
blood pressure and pulse to build a vital signs monitoring device and could be developed
to be use as an alert system for health care.
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9.4 Integrating into a System on Chip
It would be of great potential benefit to design a mixed signal system-on-chip, which
would combine all the components required for sensing, analog as well as digital signal
processing, event detection and RF communication into one single chip. It reduces the
number ofdiscrete components, the cost and most importantly it reduces wiring delays.
Integrating different components into a single chip primarily reduces various line
capacitances to be driven, thereby allowing us to overcome the speed limitations and at
the same time reducing the overall power consumption and heat dissipation compared to
discrete components. However, developing such a system-on-chip will have many design
challenges: software as well as hardware and requires careful conceptualization to make
the system noise tolerant, reliable and efficient. Once developed, it would incorporate all
the necessary functionalities of a wireless sensor node into a single tiny integrated chip
and reduce the power consumption of the sensor nodes significantly.
Research and development continues in the field of mote architecture to make smaller,
more power-efficient sensor nodes. At the same time newer families of PSoC with
increased computational capabilities are available. With the advances in these individual
fields and with the convergence of these two technologies, it will give way to an
improved computational, power-efficient, cheap and reliable monitoring system.
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10. Conclusion
This thesis presents the successful implementation of an interface between MICA2 motes
and a low-power Programmable System on Chip (PSoC) and demonstrates its capability
of performing complex event detection. Two applications: thresholding technique and a
cardiac monitoring system were developed and analyzed for their performance. It was
observed that PSoC helped reduce the number of bits required to be transmitted to the
base station and at the same time its current consumption was less than that of the
transceiver's (CClOOO) transmission current consumption in both the applications.
Therefore a PSoC interfaced MICA2 would help curtail the overall power consumption in
an individual node.
The reduction in transmission data in individual nodes also gives rise to fewer packets
being hoped from node to node within the network path, which in turn reduces network
traffic, chances of congestion and keeps the reception ratio high. This reduces the overall
power consumption of the network, which in turn increases the lifetime of individual
nodes and makes the network more reliable.
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